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Edgar Allan Poes
Snifter of Death
WRITER | MARK RUSSELL, TOM PEYER, DEAN MOTTER, HOLLY INTERLANDI, VARIOUS
ARTIST | FRANK CAMMUSO, PETER SNEIBJERG, RICHARD WILLIAMS, VARIOUS
COVER ART | RICHARD WILLIAMS

0522AH266
FULL COLOR | 144 PAGES | $17.99 US/$24.99 CAN
IN-STORE DATE 9/28/2022 | FOC 7/31/2022
BEWARE: The creepy monsters on your cereal box! A spine-tingling
senator/werewolf! A scary chess-playing robot! Death himself! Plus
many more humor-tinged fright fables, all narrated by the ghost of
Edgar Allan Poe at his very saddest and drunkest! “AHOY is offering
what no one else really is… As far as anthology comics go these
days, you can’t get much better.” — ADVENTURES IN POOR TASTE

MATURE

GILT #4
WRITER | ALISA KWITNEY
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | MAURICET

0522AH183
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/20/2022 | FOC 6/19/2022
Pan Am Flight 914 takes off in 1973 and plunges straight through
into 2013, as Hildy confronts her dearest frenemy while dangling
from a rescue helicopter. Trista’s past catches up with her, as does
the Bellicent’s sinister doorman, as timelines and plotlines converge
in the series Terry Moore (Strangers in Paradise) calls “smart, funny,
beautiful…the most entertaining story I’ve read this year.”

MATURE

COVER A

COVER B

Justice Warriors #2
WRITER | MATT BORS ARTIST | BEN CLARKSON
COVER A: BEN CLARKSON, COVER B: MATT BORS

0522AH181 | 0522AH182
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99 IN-STORE DATE 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
The outrageous series that’s “just the perfect amount of demented” (Bill Oakley, The Simpsons)
continues! Bullets fly and profits fall as one financial bubble comes crashing down—inciting riots
in the Uninhabited Zone—and a worse one rises to take its place! Veteran cop Swamp and rookie
Schitt must patch up their differences and restore order in the frantic minutes before the second
bubble collapses!
ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER B

COVER A

COVER c

THE WRONG EARTH: MEAT #1
WRITER | TOM PEYER ARTIST | GREG SCOTT
COVER A: JAMAL IGLE, COVER B: BILL MORRISON, COVER C: GENE HA

0522AH184 | 0522AH185 | 0522AH186
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

In-Store Date 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022

“The multi-Earth event concludes in a special written by WRONG EARTH cocreator Tom Peyer! On Earth-Alpha,
have Dragonflyman and Stinger met their match in Dr. Meat? Can Stinger’s nightmare all be a bad dream? Meanwhile, on Earth-Omega, Dragonfly meets someone he can talk to and help out in a time of need – for both of them.

ARTIST ELITE PRESENTS
WRITERS | Ale Garza, Brett Booth, Tyler Kirkham
ARTISTS | Ale Garza, Brett Booth, Tyler Kirkham
COVER ARTISTS | Ale Garza, Mostafa Moussa, Ceci de la Cruz
Brett Booth, Sal Regla, Andrew Dalhouse, Tyler Kirkham
Ifansyah Noor & Sanju Nivangune

0522AE176 | 0522AE177
0522AE178 | 0522AE179
0522AE180
FULL COLOR | 24 Pages | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/19/22 | FOC 6/19/22
Artist Elite Presents features the Premier stories from Ale
Garza’s SandWenches, Brett Booth’s Lost Serpent Prince
and the continuation of Tyler Kirkham’s Final Boss!

MAY 2022

STUD AND THE
BLOODBLADE
THE COLLECTED EDITION

The guardian barbarian of planet Ouroboros
fights for good, but his epic weapon carries
a terrible curse: if Stud doesn’t slay enough
monsters each day, the BloodBlade will
transform him into a scared little weakling
named Gary.
Adventure and comedy. Science fiction and
fantasy. Sex and violence.
STUD!!
“If Mattel comes out with a new generation of
characters after all these years, I would hire
Crowe and Dougherty to add to the mythos.
They’ve got the insane synergy of the original
toys and show down perfectly.”
— Chad Parenteau

WRITTEN BY: PERRY CROWE
ILLUSTRATED & COVER BY: JED DOUGHERTY
COLORED BY: D. FORREST FOX

& MARK DALE
LETTERED BY: ANTHONY RELLA

$19.99 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER
144 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 (INCHES)

FOC DATE

0522CX191

IN STORES

JUNE 12, 2022

AUGUST 31, 2022

STUD AND THE BLOODBLADE PREVIEW

STUD AND THE BLOODBLADE #1
METAL EDITION
$124.99

LIMITED TO 25 COPIES

WRITTEN BY

PERRY CROWE
ILLUSTRATED & COVER BY

JED DOUGHERTY
COLORED BY

D. FORREST FOX & MARK DALE
LETTERED BY

ANTHONY RELLA
FULL COLOR | METAL COVER
48 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN
Limit 1 copy per account and
quantities may be allocated.
Welcome to Ouroboros, an uncanny world teetering
between the far future and the primordial past,
where aliens and barbarians, bigfoots and robots,
monsters and puns wrestle for control of the Next
Bang!
Mightiest of all is Stud, he of immense strength,
insatiable appetite, and nonexistent impulse
control! Follow Stud’s caravan of carnage through
the Badlands, carved by his cursed weapon, the
BloodBlade, which keeps him on a razor’s edge
between hero and Gary!
From co-creators Perry Crowe (Heavy Metal, The
Frontiersmen) and Jed Dougherty (Savage Hearts,
Harley Quinn, World’s Finest)
It’s He-Man meets the Tick meets Judge Dredd—it’s
STUD!!

CEX Publishing proudly debuted with Stud and the BloodBlade, and this collectors’ edition is the hardest
to find of all our releases! Get your hands on the very first comic book by CEX with this unique metal
edition—featuring a cover sharper than the BloodBlade itself!

FOC DATE

0522CX190

IN STORES

JUNE 12, 2022

AUGUST 31, 2022

THE DISCIPLE (ONE-SHOT)
WRITTEN BY
NARJES RUYAN
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY
SERGI DOMÈNECH
COVER B
SERGI DOMÈNECH
COVER C
SERGI DOMÈNECH, JOSH JENSEN

COVER C

COVER B

$3.99 | FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | 6.625 x 10.187 IN
In the not-too-distant future, a legendary kung fu
master dies under mysterious circumstances. During
the funeral, his training hall is ransacked and a lifetime
of teachings stolen! Now his estranged former students
must band together to recover the secrets their
teacher shared – and uncover the ones he kept hidden.
CEX Publishing is proud to present this visionary tale
from an exciting new generation of comics talent!

FOC DATE

JUNE 12, 2022

IN STORES

AUGUST 31, 2022

0522CX187
0522CX188
0522CX189

COVER C

COVER A
B
R
E
V
O
C

COVER

D

DEATHRAGE
MATURE

WRITERS | MURPHEY, AARON SPARROW
ARTIST | EMILIANO URDINOLA
COVER A | TYLER KIRKHAM COVER B | JEFFREY EDWARDS
COVER C&D | TRISTIAN “TRISTARR” THOMPSON

0522MC192 | 0522MC193 | 0522MC194 | 0522MC195
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99 IN-STORE DATE 7/13/22 | FOC 6/12/22
Discover the secret origins of the Spartan World Order’s resident bad boy in his own series! The black
sheep of the Mercs, Deathrage, has set social media buzzing with his antics at the Merc Gala (Miss Meow
#1!) Now witness his heroic beginnings, his tragic betrayal, and his rise to superhero celebrity fame and
fortune… and learn why the other Spartans hate him so much! The roller coaster begins here!		

COVER C

COVER A

COVER

COVER

B

MATURE

D

MISS MEOW

WRITER | MURPHEY
ARTIST | NAHUEL LOPEZ
COVER A | JAMIE TYNDALL COVER B | HAL LAREN COVER C&D | ARIEL DIAZ

0522MC196| 0522MC197 | 0522MC198 | 0522MC199
IN-STORE 7/5/22 | FOC 6/5/22 FULL COLOR | 28 PAGES | $4.99
After last issue’s masterful misdirection, Miss Meow has infiltrated Katfight’s secret Area 51 lair, looking to
expose the dirty laundry of the Spartan World Order... but with Katfight on the way, can Miss Meow find what
she’s looking for in time? Or has the time of Katfight’s long-awaited vengeance come at last?

25TH ANNIVERSARY

COVER B

COVER C

EVERYONE HAS SECRETS
ON THE INTERNET...

CVR A
0522ON202
CVR B
0522ON203
CVR C
0522ON204
ONI 25TH FOIL
0522ON205
ONI 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

BLINK #1

$3.99

FULL COLOR
SINGLE ISSUE

IN STORES
FOURTH WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

32 pages

JULY 26

Std.

WRITTEN BY: CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY: HAYDEN SHERMAN
COLORS BY: NICK FILARDI
LETTERED BY: FRANK CVETKOVIC
COVER B BY: NATASHA ALTERICI
COVER C BY: TREVOR HENDERSON

Wren Booker was three when she was found alone and covered in blood. Since then, she's been haunted by the childhood she
can't remember...until she finds a website streaming multiple CCT feeds from strange, ruined rooms. Something clicks, setting off
hidden memories that lead her back to a building she’s seen in her lifelong nightmares. Wren breaks in looking for answers, but
instead finds herself entangled in a decayed social experiment known only as BLINK.
Christopher Sebela (Dirtbag Rapture), Hayden Sherman (Thumbs), and Nick Filardi (Rogue Planet) team up for a found-footage
horror, where uncovering your past will leave you trapped inside it.

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF ONI PRESS!
We are kicking off the celebration with an essential
creator-owned series by GREG RUCKA & STEVE LIEBER
that solidified Oni in the comic book industry forever!
#1 will have a silver foil treatment to commemorate
Oni's historic milestone!

ONI 25TH FOIL
0522ON213

WHITEOUT: ONI 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION #1

$9.99

BLACK & WHITE
SINGLE ISSUE

IN STORES
SECOND WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

32 pages

JULY 12

Std.

WRITTEN BY: GREG RUCKA
ILLUSTRATED & LETTERED BY: STEVE LIEBER
COVER BY: MATT WAGNER

Oni Press' 25th anniversary editions of classic Oni titles begins with this facsimile of issue #1 of Greg Rucka and Steve Lieber's
seminal series Whiteout.
U.S. Marshal Carrie Stetko has made Antarctica her home. In the vastness of the ice, she found peace... Or at least, that's what she
thought, until someone commits a murder in her jurisdiction and Stetko must use her detective skills once more or become another
victim of this mysterious killer...

THERE'S A CRISIS ON
C-137, MORTY!

COVER B

CVR A 0522ON208
CVR B 0522ON209

RICK AND MORTY: CRISIS ON C-137 #1

$3.99

FULL COLOR
SINGLE ISSUE

IN STORES
SECOND WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

32 pages

AUG 09

Std.

With the Vindicators gone, it's up to Rick, Morty, and Noob Noob to defend the galaxy against
a threat from beyond time!

WRITTEN BY: STEPHANIE PHILLIPS
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY: RYAN LEE
COLORS BY: DOUG GARBARK
LETTERED BY: CRANK!
COVER B BY: ANGELA TRIZZINO

™ & © 2022 CARTOON NETWORK. (S22)

DON'T FORGET THE SUNSCREEN
AND PORTAL GUN, B*TCHES.

COVER B

CVR A 0522ON206
CVR B 0522ON207

RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS: BIG, DUMB, SUMMER VACATION #1

$4.99

FULL COLOR
SINGLE ISSUE

IN STORES
FOURTH WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

40 pages

JULY 26

Std.

It's the worst summer vacation ever. When Rick picks a planet with strange rules regarding
beach access, Jerry does everything he can to break them. What could be worse than
sunburn? Sun Parasites.

™ & © 2022 CARTOON NETWORK. (S22)

WRITTEN BY: ANNIE GRIGGS
ILLUSTRATED BY: PUSTE
COLORS BY: LEONARDO ITO
LETTERD BY: CRANK!
COVER A BY: DEREK FRIDOLFS
COVER B BY: FRED C. STRESING

AGGRETSUKO, FOLLOW
YOUR DREAMS!

COVER B

CVR A 0522ON200
CVR B 0522ON201

AGGRETSUKO: OUT TO LUNCH #1
WRITTEN BY: JOSH TRUJILLO
ILLUSTRATED & COVER A BY: ABIGAIL STARLING
32 pages
AUG 09
Std.
COLORS BY: ANDREW DALHOUSE
LETTERED BY: CRANK!
COVER
B BY: SUZI BLAKE
When Aggretsuko and her coworkers go on a company retreat to Tokyo Video Joy Place, a theme park
run by an American movie studio, Aggretsuko is overwhelmed by repeated messages to “follow her dreams.” But what are
Aggretsuko’s dreams? And how can she make them a reality?

$3.99

FULL COLOR
SINGLE ISSUE

© 2022 SANRIO CO., LTD. S/T•F USED UNDER LICENSE.

IN STORES
SECOND WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

“We exist in the stories we tell about others and, more
crucially, about ourselves. Aaron Durán and Sara Solar
aren’t looking to reinvent the wheel, here—they’re
showing us a different car, taking us on a different route.
It’s a ride I’m delighted to be taking with them.”
—Greg Rucka
“Aaron Durán and Sara Soler's Season of the Bruja is full
of danger, fun, monsters and heart. You will fall in love
with its characters instantly and eagerly await each new
installment. Get ready to enjoy the fiesta!”
—David Lafuente (DC's Harley Quinn,
Image's Radiante Black, Neil Gaiman's
The Graveyard Book)

0522ON212

SEASON OF THE BRUJA #5

$3.99

FULL COLOR
SINGLE ISSUE

IN STORES
FIRST WEEK

TRIM SIZE
(INCHES)

32 pages

AUG 02

Std.

WRITTEN BY: AARON DURÁN
ILLUSTRATED, COLORS & COVER BY: SARA SOLER
LETTERED BY: JAIME MARTINEZ

FOR ANDWORLD DESIGNS

Althalia Cabrera is desperately trying to do the right thing, but exactly what the right thing is has never been murkier to the young
bruja. She can either accept the help of her indigenous religion's ancient death gods and save the life of her beloved abuela, or
face the loneliness of being the last of her kind. Shattered by grief and surging with her growing power, Althalia is about to show the
underworld what can happen when you threaten the wrong witch's sweet little abuela.

These are just a few ONI PRESS titles
that you need in your graphic novel section!
STUMPTOWN VOL. 1: THE CASE OF THE GIRL WHO TOOK HER
SHAMPOO (BUT LEFT HER MINI), SQUARE ONE EDITION
$10.00 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER | 160 PAGES | 6.625 × 10.1875 (INCHES)
WRITTEN BY: GREG RUCKA
ILLUSTRATED BY: MATTHEW SOUTHWORTH

Join the investigation on Dex Parios’s first case for just $10! Dex is the proprietor
of Stumptown Investigations, and a fairly talented P.I. Unfortunately, she’s less
adept at throwing dice than solving cases. Her recent streak has left her beyond
broke—she’s into the Confederated Tribes of the Wind Coast for 18 large. But
maybe Dex’s luck is about to change. Sue-Lynne, head of the Wind Coast’s casino
operation, will clear Dex’ debt if she can locate Sue-Lynne’s missing granddaughter.
Is this job Dex’s way out of the hole or a shove down one much much deeper?

0522ON901

SHEETS: COLLECTOR’S EDITION
$24.99 | FULL COLOR | HARDCOVER | 288 PAGES | 6 × 8.5 (INCHES)
WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY: BRENNA THUMMLER

The brand-new deluxe hardcover collector’s edition of Sheets features never-beforeseen content from the beloved graphic novel from Brenna Thummler. Selected as a
Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2018, Sheets comes in an all-new package featuring
brand-new cover art, behind the-scenes content, a new introduction from Phoebe
and Her Unicorn’s Dana Simpson, and a mini-comic, “A Sheets Story.” Fans old and
new will love this gorgeous, ghostly story in a beautiful new hardcover package.

0522ON900

FIGHTS: ONE BOY’S TRIUMPH
OVER VIOLENCE
$19.99 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER
256 PAGES | 6 × 9 (INCHES)

MOONCAKES
$14.99 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER
256 PAGES | 6 × 9 (INCHES)

WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY: JOEL CHRISTIAN GILL

WRITTEN BY: SUZANNE WALKER
ILLUSTRATED BY: WENDY XU

0522ON902

0522ON903
QUICK & EASY GUIDE TO THEY/THEM PRONOUNS
$7.99 | FULL COLOR | SOFTCOVER | 64 PAGES | 5 × 7 (INCHES)
WRITTEN BY: ARCHIE BONGIOVANNI | ILLUSTRATED BY: TRISTAN JIMERSON

Archie, a snarky genderqueer artist, is tired of people not understanding
gender neutral pronouns. Tristan, a cisgender dude, is looking for an
easy way to introduce gender neutral pronouns to his increasingly diverse
workplace. The longtime best friends team up in this short and fun comic
guide that explains what pronouns are, why they matter, and how to use
them. They also include what to do if you make a mistake, and some tipsand-tricks for those who identify outside of the binary to keep themselves
safe in this binary-centric world. A quick and easy resource for people who
use they/them pronouns, and people who want to learn more!

0522ON904

COVER A

COVER B

Behemoth #1
WRITER | CHRIS KIPINIAK
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | JK WOODWARD

0522SC231 | 0522SC232
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/6/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022
Theresa is horrified to wake up and find she’s turning into a monster. She learns she’s not the
only one when the government throws her into a detention camp with others going through
the same transformation. Surrounded by beasts, Theresa tries to hold on to her humanity by
training to become a government weapon as part of Project: BEHEMOTH.

Beyond the Beyond #3
WRITER | CHRISTIAN TROPEANO
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | GIAN FERNANDO

0522SC214
FULL COLOR | 35 PAGES | $5.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/6/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022
In this third issue, we follow Nova’s brother Sirius, as he frantically chases after his sister who’s in over her head. Utilizing the
long dormant Trekker 1, the first edition of his parent’s spaceship, Sirius traverses to the Misty Planet to find his sister. To
his surprise, he learns that Omni, the corporation he’s worked
for and trusted his whole life, is not his friend. Meanwhile, Alejandro teaches Nova what it means to be a space explorer, even
the truth of what lead to her parent’s demise. Jam packed with
35 pages of story!					

BROKEN EYE #4
WRITERS | MARTIN ETXEBERRIA & XABIER ETXEBERRIA
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | IÑAKI ARENAS

0522SC215
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STOCK DATE 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
Hataway thinks that Seamus is involved in Victoria’s death, and
he is in the process of interrogating him in the police station
when an unexpected call alerts the police that there will be a raid
against the IRA. Distracted, Hataway leaves the knife which was
used to kill Victoria on the table. Seamus takes advantage of the
moment to touch it and discovers the identity of her murderer.
				

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

BUSH LEAGUERS #1
WRITERS | BOB MCKEON & SAM FLETCHER
ARTIST | JOE FLOOD COVER ARTIST | DENNY MINONNE

0522SC216
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/6/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022
The Brooklyn Bridegrooms baseball team is the shame of late nineteenth century New York City. The cranks can’t stand them, the team
owner wants to burn the stadium to the ground, and the police want
to send them up the river. Can they make a comeback, or are they
history? Find out, in this comedy adventure from Scout Comics.
Enjoy the first issue of this NON-STOP! title followed by the entire
story collected soon after in one volume.
			
		

BY THE HORNS:
DARK EARTH #3
WRITER | MARKISAN NASO
ARTIST | JASON MUHR
COVER ARTISTS | JASON MUHR & STEVE CANON

0522SC217
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/20/2022 | FOC 6/19/2022
Elodie, Sajen and Evelyn set sail for the continent of Yalastra
aboard Captain Alkeb’s ship, the Wavesplitter. But their journey to
the
unicorns’ homeland doesn’t go quite as smoothly as they
hoped…
							
ORDER TODAY
					
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Catdad & Supermom:
What Makes a Superhero
WRITER | BOBBY GREGORY
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | RAHIL MASHIN

0522SC218
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
Scoot Imprint Here comes Catdad and Supermom! A young boy’s
real-life super-heroes are his wonderfully ordinary parents. They
help Jaxx navigate life’s challenges and the everyday lessons of
growing up. In his dreams, they transform into costumed super-heroes who help teach him right from wrong. In What Makes a Hero
Jaxx has a disheartening encounter with a celebrity hero at a comic
book convention. Later he embarks on an action-packed imaginary
adventure and discovers the true heroes who never let you down!
Superhero adventure with a touching life lesson served up Catdad
and Supermom style!

CITIES OF MAGICK #3
WRITER | JAKOB FREE
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | WILL TEMPEST

0522SC219
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
“The Chicago Conglomerate” Lev battles it out with a gang of
powerful—albeit very short—magick users in the ruins of the
Queens Museum. He also takes a look back into Gregor Steiner’s shady past, discovering that Steiner has some old friends
in not-so-nice places. Plus, Lev gets a new four-legged friend!

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Create-a-Comic
WRITER | RICHARD RIVERA
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | MICHAEL DURON

0522SC220
B&W | 24 PAGES | $3.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
SCOOT IMPRINT: Scoot is proud to present our first Create-A-Comic
starring Grace and Hanzi! Young creators can color two different
stories! In one story, the word balloons have been left blank, and the
aspiring writers, even those just learning how to make their first letters, get a chance to tell the story as they imagine it! They can even
draw their own version of the characters using artwork examples
for reference. Some younger kids may need a little help writing, but
that’s part of the fun, isn’t it? Made for kids of all ages and the adults
who want to share their love of comics! Available for the first time on
Lunar!					

Crucified:
Exorcisms #1
WRITER | SHELDON ALLEN
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | MAURICIO CAMPETELLA

0522SC221
FULL COLOR | 56 PAGES | $6.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
And just like that, we’re back! The Christ finally sits down for his
eagerly anticipated and heavily hyped first LIVE TV interview
with a surprising network and even more surprising choice of interviewer. During this interview, after recounting in vivid detail
a recent exorcism he performed on a child in Haiti, The Christ’s
claims of divinity are challenged. He is put to the test in front of
a national audience. SPOILER: You won’t see the end coming.
Crucified returns…#BELIEVE

CULT OF IKARUS
WRITER | JENNA LYN WRIGHT
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST| KARL SLOMINSKI

0522SC222
FULL COLOR | 112 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
Tossed out by her foster family after one-too-many rides home in the back
of a cop car, Hunter packs up and sets out on a mission to find out who she
is. A mysterious book—her only link to her parents—leads her to discover
a covert world of magic and danger running parallel to our own. One punk
rock show, two whiskeys, and three vicious vampire assassins later, Hunter’s on the run from the ancient, deadly Cult of Ikarus, who believe that she
may hold the key to everything they’ve ever wanted and will stop at nothing to get to her…or, more specifically, her blood! Hunter holes up with
undead rock star Gracie Rage and estranged warlock brothers Remy and
Adrian in an attempt to outwit the vicious vampire coven and get a handle
on just exactly who and what she is. But there’s no escape from Ikarus
once they’ve got your scent, which leads to a blood-soaked showdown for
the fate of humanity! Seriously. So much blood. Collects issue 1 through 4!

Distorted #5
Writer | Salvatore Vivenzio
Artist & Cover Artist | Gabriele Falzone

0522SC223
FULL COLOR | 32 Pages | $3.99
In-Store Date 7/6/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022
While Tom and Elisa have their rendezvous, someone from the top
sends Ida, who appears to be a war contractor, to fix the situation
by force. Mason, wounded and on the run, is captured by a special
police department. Tom is forced to choose between surrendering
and the life of the woman he loves. The moment of reckoning has
come for Brennar too, and someone’s ready to shut him up. Meanwhile, Steve Collins, a mysterious man who has wandered through
our story like a ghost, seems to have reconstructed the bigger picture of the Distorted and is ready to make it public. Will the police
keep Mason in chains? Will Tom surrender to the will of those who
are more powerful than him? And will James, who is on the run with
his friends, be satisfied with a normal life? 				
		

Locust:
The Ballad of Men #1
WRITER | MASSIMO ROSI
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | ALEX NIETO

0522SC224
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/20/2022 | FOC 6/19/2022
Are you ready to return to the world of locusts? Max’s journey, revealed in a series of flashes between past and present, brings us
closer and closer to Ford’s lair. However, proximity to Ford is the
very antithesis of safety as the fanatical cult leader now seems increasingly ready to devastate everything in the name of his insane
religious vision.

Misadventurers #1
Writer | Joseph A Michael
Artist & Cover Artist | Nic Touris

0522SC225
FULL COLOR | 32 Pages | $1.99
In-store Date 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
SCOOT IMPRINT: Thrown to the outer realms of Nether-Earth,
Jimminy, a young show-off wizard apprentice, teams up with a gruff
Viking princess, Marius. This awkward alliance must outwit oddball villains as they struggle to return home, but they’re not alone.
Will the mysterious presence secretly trailing them turn out to be
friend or foe? Enjoy the first issue of this NON-STOP! title followed
by the entire story collected soon after in one volume. Offered for
the first time on Lunar!

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Mullet Cop:
The Flavor of Danger
WRITER | ARTIST | COVER ART
TOM LINTERN

0522SC226
FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | $6.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
An outspoken mall councilwoman is opposing the evil corporation
F.O.A.M. as it tries to get its harmful beverage products in the mall.
After an attempt is made on her life, Charles assigns Fred to protect
her so she can spread word about the shady dealings. What starts off
as a simple bodyguard mission gets sidetracked as the councilwoman
must buy a few outfits at the department store, all while assassins wait
behind every corner.						

Pentagram of
Horror #3
Writer | Artist | Cover Artist
Marco Fontanili

0522SC233 | 0522SC234
Full Color | 36 Pages | $5.99
IN-Store Date 7/13/2022 | FOC6/12/2022
In the modern world, it is all too easy to lose oneself in the digital
landscape of social media, online video games, and virtual reality.
This virtual world offers what seems to be everything we’ve ever
desired—and so much more. But nothing in life is free. There is
always a price…
				

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER A
COVER b

Playthings #2
WRITER | JON CLARK
ARTIST | TRAVIS WILLIAMSON
COVER ARTIST | JON CLARK

0522SC235 | 0522SC236
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/20/2022 FOC 6/19/2022
The toy clown is alive somehow, and now it has a knife. It’s inside
the house determined to find Alison’s daughter. Alison must stop it.
But how do you stop something that’s impossible? And what if it isn’t
alone?

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER A
COVER B

Rad Wraith #2
WRITER | TRISTAN GALLAGHER
ARTIST | CHRISTIAN DIBARI
COVER ARTIST | CHRISTIAN DIBARI

0522SC237
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/13/2022 | FOC 6/12/2022
Grom has been feeling a bit odd since he died. He isn’t sleeping
well, his skateboard is talking to him, and his killers seem to be
dropping like flies. Can he shake this curse or is he damned
forever…and what the *%$# is a Rad Wraith? 				
			

COVER B

COVER A

COVER c

She Bites #1
WRITER | HEDWIG HALE
ARTIST | ALBERTO HERNÁNDEZ R.
COVER A | ALBERTO HERNÁNDEZ R. COVER B | DIANA NANEVA COVER C | DIIGII DAGUNA

0522SC227 | 0522SC228 | 0522SC229
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/20/2022 | FOC 6/19/2022
Elsie Baker is a 134-year-old vampire in the body of a 9-year-old girl. Sick and tired of stupid adults treating her like a lost little girl
and not letting her buy cigarettes, Elsie decides to hire a babysitter to be her chaperone. Enter Brenda Zielinski, a suicidal teenager in
search of some quick cash so she can buy a one-way ticket to Scotland to jump off a cliff. Despite the generous payday, it turns out
that babysitting a vampire might be more trouble than it’s worth...

Shepherd:
The Valentine #3
WRITER | ANDREA LORENZO MOLINARI &
ROBERTO XAVIER MOLINARI
ARTIST & COVERS | JAIME MARTÍNEZ RODRÍGUEZ

0522SC238 | 0522SC239
COVER b

FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022

Having escaped the clutches of Vee’s killer, Lexi and Nico Miller
must now complete their mission and return Vee’s gift to her
mother. But how do you tell someone that you were sent to them
by their daughter…who was murdered? Lexi and Nico learn that
sometimes helping the dead transition isn’t the hardest part.
Rather, it’s helping those left behind continue living. . .

COVER A

TRISKELE #2
WRITER | FELIPE PAN
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | MONARAMIS

0522SC230
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99

Against his grandmother’s better judgment, Alec lets his
curiosity get the best of him when the yellow lights he
had seen previously in the forest appear before him once
again. As the boy’s newfound ability is sensed across the
kingdom, the shadow of a great conflict begins to loom on
the horizon.
ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

COVER A

COVER b

VANITY #2
WRITER | JURRI KIRNEV
ARTIST | NATALIA TSAREVNIKOVA
COVER A | JOSEPH SCHMALKE COVER B | VILMA

0522SC240 | 0522SC241
FULL COLOR | 24 PAGES | $4.99

IN-STORE DATE 7/6/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022

The second chapter in the biopic of the legendary Blood Countess Elizabeth Bathory depicts her troubled youth and teenage years — the period of uncontrolled passions, the first true love and the first true
hatred, the first extramarital pregnancy, the first loss, the first friend and most importantly the first murder.
		

Cicatrix
WRITER | ELLE
ARTIST | ELLE
COVER ARTIST: ELLE
0522SP242
FULL COLOR | 48 PAGES | $12.99
IN-STORE DATE: 7/6/22 | FOC DATE: 6/12/22
A powerful study in introspection, inheritance, and
the manifestation of hypochondria by a talented indie cartoonist. Beautifully illustrated and poignantly told, the author investigates the guilt they carry
as a young filipino person born into a family that
benefited from the marcos regime, and how that
materializes within the physical body.

Lets Get
Burgers
WRITER | ash s.
ARTIST | ash s.
COVER ARTIST | ash s.

0522 S P 2 4 3
FULL COLOR | 208 PAGES | $19.99
IN-STORE DATE: 7/20/22 | FOC DATE: 6/26/22
This is a comic about a cat named Knife and a dog named
Cheddar who are best friends, love burgers, hate capitalism, and are just trying their best, okay? That’s pretty
much it. Collects the entire hit webcomic!

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Barbaric:
Axe To Grind #1
WRITER | MICHAEL MORECI
ARTIST & COVER ART | NATHAN GOODEN
COVER B | CORIN HOWELL
0522VL244 | 0522VL245 | 0522VL246 | 0522VL247
0522VL248 | 0522VL249 | 0522VL250 | 0522VL251

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
				
It’s the moment we’ve all been waiting for--the start of
an all-new arc of BARBARIC! Follow Owen and his mag- COVER b
ical companion, the tender, talking Axe as they spread
kindness and hope in a world gone bad...just kidding!
Owen, Axe, and Soren are back, and so is all the mayhem and bloodshed that follows them wherever they
go! This time, they’re out to settle an old score against
Gladius, a wicked a$$hole who did Owen wrong way
back in his barbarian days...
As always...IT’S JUST F***ING BARBARIC!

Heart Eyes #1
WRITER | DENNIS HOPELESS
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | VICTOR IBANEZ
COVER B: CORIN HOWELL
0522VL252 | 0522VL253 | 0522VL254 | 0522VL255
0522VL256 | 0522VL257 | 0522VL258 | 0522VL259

FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
			
Sanity-eating monsters ended humanity. The unlucky few who survived now hide in the cracks of a broken world. And yet somehow,
beneath the graveyard that used to be San Antonio, Rico met Lupe,
the girl of his dreams. But how did she get here? And why is she
smiling? No one survives out in the street. No one smiles where the
monsters lurk. . .

COVER b

ORDER TODAY
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM

Mindset #2
WRITER | ZACK KAPLAN
ARTIST | JOHN PEARSON
COVER A | JOHN PEARSON
COVER B | MARTIN SIMMONDS

0522VL260 | 0522VL261
FULL COLOR | 32 PAGES | $4.99
IN-STORE DATE 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
After awkward dreamer Ben Sharp accidentally stumbles upon a real
life mind control signal, he and his friends set out to experiment on its
mechanics and test its limits. But as they flirt with absolute control and
invade Silicon Valley’s glitziest parties, they’re forced to ask just how far
each will go with their newfound power?		

The Rush
The Complete Series
WRITER | SI SPURRIER
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | NATHAN GOODEN

0522VL262
FULL COLOR | 160 PAGES | $17.99
IN-STORE DATE | 8/10/2022 | FOC 6/5/2022
This Hungry Earth Reddens Under Snowclad Hills. 1899, Yukon Territory.
A frozen frontier, bloodied and bruised by the last great Gold Rush. But in
the lawless wastes to the North, something whispers in the hindbrains of
men, drawing them to a blighted valley, where giant spidertracks mark the
snow and impossible guns roar in the night. To Brokehoof, where gold and
blood are mined alike. Now, stumbling towards its haunted forests comes
a woman gripped not by greed, but the snarling rage of a mother in search
of her child... From Si Spurrier (Way of X, Hellblazer) and Nathan C. Gooden
(Barbaric, Dark One) comes THE RUSH, a dark, lyrical delve into the horror
and madness of the wild Yukon. Collects the entire series. For fans of The
Terror, Fortitude, Coda, and Moonshine. . .

Shadow Service #14
Writer | Cavan Scott
Artist | Corin Howell
Cover A | Corin Howell
Cover B | Rye Hickman

0522VL263 | 0522VL264
Full Color | 32 Pages | $4.99
IN-Store Date 7/27/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
MI666 on its knees. With the headquarters of the British Supernatural
Spy service destroyed and its agents either dead or missing, Gina
Meyer must team up with the person she trusts least to discover who
is behind the attack. Globe-trotting occult espionage from New York
Times bestseller Cavan Scott (Star Wars: The High Republic) and
Corin Howell (Wonder Woman)

Wrassle Castle
WRITERS | PAUL TOBIN & COLLEEN COOVER
ARTIST & COVER ARTIST | GALAAD

0522VL265
FULL COLOR | 120 PAGES | $9.99
IN-STORE DATE 8/31/2022 | FOC 6/26/2022
Lydia Riverthane readies herself for the finals of the Wrassle Castle tournament, hoping to win her brother’s freedom and get back
his good name. But Lydia and her diverse group of friends, Chelsea, Nyle, and Dee, discover that the plot against the Riverthane
family goes deeper than any of them thought. Lydia will have to
dig deep and unlock the secrets behind her own wrassling if she
wants to have any hope of saving her home and family.
Book 3 of the three-book original graphic novel series.
“A rock ‘em sock ‘em hum-dandy knock-out of a graphic novel !”
Shannon Watters, Co-Creator of Lumberjanes
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